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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This deliverable provides a preliminary report on the first's pilot experimental design and on the acquired data. 
In addition, a first evaluation of the VIDEOM multispectral imaging sensor in terms of its application on the 
specific types of fish and on its actual application along the fish chain and the identified critical points in this 
chain (functionality, operational conditions etc.). Thus, towards this scope and in the general concept of WP6, 
the corresponding partners (AUA, NTNU, UoI and MATIS), define and set up the experimental conditions of 
each of the three pilots and acquire the measurement using the VIDEOM provided sensor. The collected data 
will serve as inputs for further use and analysis, i.e. machine learning model training and deployment.  
 
In Task 6.1, to which this deliverable accounts for, AUA, NTNU, UoI and MATIS will perform measurements with 
the provided by VIDEOM sensor on domestic fish samples, specifically 3 types of fish: Atlantic salmon, Atlantic 
whitefish, and Mediterranean seabream/seabass. The measurements are performed in a way that simulates the 
real food chain so as to evaluate the sensor in tandem with the hazard/quality detection algorithms that will be 
developed according to the initial experiment design for the 3 pilots as outlined in D2.3. Initially, a first round of 
measurements has been applied in order to ensure and compensate any field variations reflected on the data.  
 
Those data will further be used for the training of the prediction/detection models to be developed. Then, 
additional measurements will be performed for system validation purposes along the whole food chain, 
resulting in the creation of a database, so as to reproduce the results and compare the final algorithms and 
analytics approaches in order to ensure the efficiency and robustness in terms of future application and 
traceability of any erroneous predictions. It should be mentioned that all measurements are backed up by 
simultaneously acquired reference measurements coming from conventional/traditional microbiological and/or 
chemical methods. Those reference measurements serve as the "ground truth" for system validation and 
evaluation in Task6.2 with the participation of VIDEOM, where the evaluation will be on a specific KPIs set; the 
accuracy on the determination of sample properties like colour, texture, surface chemistry, contamination, 
oxidation, species and/or parasites, all this in conjunction to the "ground truth" as provided by lab analyses; 
Also, the traceability efficiency will be validated across the food chain, knowing the "real" sample properties. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

 
The context of WP6 is focus on setting a wide range of objectives, considered as the backbone towards the 
successful development of the whole TMF system; i.e., sensor to be employed, development of the required 
algorithms for quality and safety assessment with prediction capabilities along the product's chain of 
processing and distribution and traceability. The first objective is the most obvious one, accounting to data 
acquisition per se at several food chain sites (either in real life of within the lab with conditions mimicking the 
real-life ones). In addition to this first objective is the standardization of the data acquisition method along with 
the operational functionality of the sensor. The latter will provide insights and the relative experience towards 
the designing of a more efficient and hands on walkthrough for the end-users to follow, concerning each 
instance of the whole food chain of at least the considered in the project types of fishes. Next, another objective 
is to benchmark each individual use case, in terms of fish type, originated from the three geographical areas 
considered (Norway, Iceland and Greece). This benchmarking is crucial in order to gain insights for the sensor 
related advantages and/or shortcomings, along with the developed hazard detection/prediction approaches 
and also for the traceability system. So, this specific objective would ensure the feasibility validation for all the 
components of the developed "closed" monitoring system TMF, throughout the food chain. Another objective 
is the creation of a fish samples related database, where the data are acquired at several stages of the chain 
and "simulates" the whole journey. This information is very crucial for robust model building and traceability 
issues due to the large variability in samples and sample conditions along the food chain that will incorporate. 
This is further enhanced by the fact that those data will be accompanied by the "true" values of the samples 
properties as they are accompanied by traditional microbiological analyses from the laboratories and also under 
controlled treatment. Finally, the last objective is to perform, on the field evaluation and validation of the TMF 
system in terms of origin, detection and prediction of eminent hazardous situations. 
 
The experimental procedure (please also refer to D2.3 for more details and customized protocols for each pilot) 
should be designed in such a way that the real food chain is simulated, but under more controlled conditions. 
This will help us to trace any inconsistencies that may occur during the analysis leading to "bizarre" prediction 
results. Multifactorial experiments (FT×T×P) that will represent the different stages across the food chain, has 
been designed and conducted in order to provide real-like but at the same time "controlled conditions" for data 
acquisition. Thus, in a nutshell, the fish (Factor FT–Fish Type) will be stored at different temperatures (Factor T) 
and if applicable, under two different packaging conditions (Factor P). Also, the storage and transportation 
should also be simulated as if the fishes are transported along the different chain types, mainly via the 
Temperature factor and additional storage times. The measurements will be performed across the whole food 
chain, as defined, initially under simulated conditions so as to reach the feasibility results required for the 
sensor, while on a second phase the models can be validated in real life scenarios. All involved partners work 
simultaneously and independently for each of the three pilots, differentiated by the level of partners location 
(i.e., Greece, Iceland and Norway) and the corresponding types of fish (Atlantic salmon, Atlantic whitefish, and 
Mediterranean seabream/seabass). The expected outcomes include: 1) data collection and 2) an operational 
system specifications and operational requirements definition. Along with the quality/safety indicators, the 
location and treatments like storage. 
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2 PILOT EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND DATA ACQUISITION 

2.1 THE ATLANTIC SALMON PILOT 

The Atlantic value chain, defined in D2.1, includes all steps from farming to convenient, consumer-friendly value-
added retail salmon products. Unwanted incidents and hazards along the value chain were identified in D2.1 and 
are the basis for the pilot design presented in D2.3. Data acquisition will mainly be conducted from laboratory-
designed experiments simulating different scenarios of unwanted incidents in the salmon value chain. If 
possible to organise, a pilot following the cold chain of fillet transportation from the slaughterhouse in Norway 
to the European market (e.g. France) by trucks will be conducted. Unwanted incidences includes: 

1) Issues related to stress and handling  
2) Issues related to melanin spots 
3) Issues related to poor bleeding 
4) Issues related to broken cold chain 

Seafood quality assessment is a significant part of management systems in Aquaculture since it plays a critical 
role in decision-making regarding several actions in aquaculture activities. In previous Deliverables, D2.1 and 
D2.3, the overall view of the analyses planned and the specific requirements of applied techniques during the 
TMF project were presented. In this Deliverable, the whole analytical procedure for the Atlantic salmon quality 
assessment is described in detail, and some preliminary results are provided. The analysis of data obtained from 
the VideometerLab2 and VideometerLite is still ongoing, and the findings of these analyses will be presented in 
the following deliverables.  

2.1.1 Experimental Design 

Issues related to stress and handling: 

To obtain fish with a texture gradient related to stress and rough handling, we used fish from an ongoing project 
funded by the research council of Norway (project 321586). After conducting a feeding trial with three 
experimental fish feed, a stress experiment was performed over an intensive period of 14 days, having 
unstressed fish as controls (Figure 1). The design was then used to evaluate the potential of VideomterLite and 
VideometerLAB to measure textural- and colorimetric parameters. The results were validated by comparing 
multispectral data obtained from the Videometer devices with data obtained from traditional methodologies 
measuring textural properties (penetration test) and colorimetric properties (DigiEye imaging, SalmoFan, and 
muscle pigment concentrations). All measurements were performed on the Norwegian quality cut of fresh 
fillets at day one postmortem, as well as after six days refrigerated storage: 
 

 

Figure 1. The experimental design of which the fish was used to study the potential of Videometer devices to measure 
the textural and colorimetric properties of Atlantic salmon. 

Issues related to melanin spots: 
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Downgraded fillets (fillets containing melanin) were obtained from a nearby salmon processing plant to obtain 
multispectral data from fillets showing melanin spots. The experiment was conducted twice, of which the first 
was evaluated using VideometerLAB2, whereas VideometerLite, VideometerLAB2, and DigiEye were used to 
obtain data in the second one. In both experiments, images of the melanin spot itself were captured, and a 
nearby area was used as a reference (Figure 2). Fillets used in these experiments were selected to give a visual 
gradient melanin score from light grey to dark black.  
 

 

Figure 2. Schematic illustration of sampling locations on fillets containing melanin spots. 

 
Issues related to poor bleeding: 
 
Poor bleeding happens, and residual blood in the salmon fillets is a concern for the salmon processing industry. 
We designed an experiment with different bleeding protocols to obtain fish with a muscle blood gradient. The 
worst-case scenario will be unbleed gutted fish, filleted, with no further handling to remove the blood. The 
other groups will consist of gill-cutted gutted fish bled for either 15, 30, 45, 60, or 90 min in a make-shift Chilled 
Seawater System (CSW) before filleting. The sample size will be a minimum of six individuals, giving 12 fillets per 
group, of which each experimental group has different residual blood levels. The experiment is planned to be 
conducted in early January 2023 at the NTNUs salmon research farm in Romsdalsfjorden, Norway. We will use 
the VideomterLite to measure residual fillet blood on-site and repeat those measurements in NTNU's laboratory 
on day one post-bleeding. When measurements are repeated, the multispectral blood data will be compared to 
the visual blood score and DigiEye measurements. 
 
Issues related to a broken cold chain: 

Laboratory experiments will be conducted to simulate different incidents related to a broken cold chain for 
salmon products packed and distributed under different conditions (whole fish on ice, vacuum -and modified 
atmosphere packed). Atlantic salmon will be slaughtered at a nearby slaughterhouse and transported to NTNU 
for further processing/packaging. To ensure the similar chemical composition of the experimental portions, the 
back- and mid-loin running from the gills to the Norwegian quality cut (NQC) will be used to prepare uniform 
experimental samples that will be randomly in the planned storage trails.  

One experiment will be designed as a challenge study, where salmon fillets are inoculated with known spoilage 
bacteria (e.g., Pseudomonas, Photobacterium), and quality parameters will be assessed during storage at 
different storage conditions (vacuum -and modified atmosphere packed). Un-inoculated salmon will be applied 
as a control group in all storage conditions. 

Another experiment will be designed to analyse quality changes as a function of storage time for the whole 
salmon stored on ice. The sample size will be a minimum of six individuals. The traditional Quality Index Method 
(QIM) scheme for raw, farmed Atlantic salmon will be compared to results obtained by VideometerLab2 and 
VideometerLite. Traditional QIM includes analysis of colour/appearance of skin folds, mucus, and smell of skin; 
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colour and form of eyes; cut surface and blood in the abdomen, membrane on the inside of abdomen and odour 
of abdomen; colour/appearance of mucus and odour of gills; and texture (elasticity) of flesh. 

A third experiment will simulate the expected and worst-case temperature scenario in the cold chain of fillet 
transportation from the slaughterhouse in Norway to the European market (e.g., France) by trucks. 

Microbiological- and physiochemical quality parameters will be evaluated using VideometerLab2, 
VideometerLite, and traditional wet-chemistry and microbiological methodologies to monitor quality changes 
during storage time (6-10 times) in all experiments. 

Microbiological analysis: The microbiological profile of the samples will be analysed using a variety of agars 
(Table 1). Molecular analysis of microbial communities will be applied if required.  

 

Table 1. Culture media, target microorganisms, and incubation conditions for the microbial profile. 

Culture media Target microorganisms Incubation conditions 

Iron agar Aerobic bacteria (APC) and H2S-
producing bacteria 

22oC for 3 days 

Long and Hammer agar Psychrotrophic aerobic plate count 15oC for 6 days 

STAA  B. thermosphacta 25oC for 2 days 

Man, Rogosa and Sharp agar Lactic Acid Bacteria 25oC for 5 days 

Pseudomonas Agar + CFC 
(centrimide,fucidin,cephaloridine) 

Pseudomonas spp. 25oC for 2 days 

Violet Red Bile Dextrose Agar 
(VRBG) 

Enterobacteriaceae 37oC for 24 hours 

Brilliance Listeria agar with 

Brilliance Listeria Supplement  
Listeria spp. (and Listeria 
monocytogenes) 

37oC for 2 days 

 
Physiochemical analyses: The salmon fillet's textural, colorimetric, and water-holding properties will be 
evaluated as affected by storage time. These data will be obtained using a texture analyser, imaging, and in-
house methodology for water holding capacity (based on centrifugation), as well as VideometerLite and 
VideometerLAB. 

Sensory evaluation: In some experiments, simple sensory evaluation of salmon samples will be conducted by a 
semi-trained panel of 6-8 members. The freshness of the samples will be evaluated using a 5-point scale (1 - like 
very much, 2 - like moderately, 3 - neither like nor dislike, 4 - dislike moderately, 5 - dislike very much). 

The experiments will be conducted in Q1-Q2 in 2023 in NTNU's laboratory.  

2.1.2 Data acquisition and description 

Many images of analytical data will be collected and analysed as part of the beforementioned experimental 
setups. Obtained data will first be analyzed to verify the potential of using the chosen devices and their setup 
to accurately predict the identified hazards in the salmon value chain. An example of a dataset obtained from 
VideometerLite can be shown in Figure 3 (data obtained from studying melanin spots). 
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Figure 3. An example of a dataset from VideometerLite2 will be used for the prediction. 

Preliminary results from a previous experiment investigating melanin spots in salmon fillets 
 
Although the amount of data is large, only a limited amount is analysed. However, a summary is given on the 
use of videometerLAB2 in analysing fillet melanin.  

In the first experiment, ten fillets with melanin spots were selected (Figure 4). Visual evaluation of the salmon 
fillets sampled for analyses shows an average ± SD total melanin score of 3.05 ± 1.22 (ranging from 1-4). In 8 of 
the fillets, melanised focal changes were located in the belly region, whereas two fillets had focal changes in 
the dorsal muscle.  

Multispectral imaging (VideometerLAB2) of melanised tissue shows a significantly lower reflection of light (P < 
0.001) in the green/red part of the visible spectrum (VIS, 525-700 nm) and the near-infrared spectrum (NIR, 700-
970 nm) as compared to the reference samples (Figure 5). Moreover, the reflection also varied between 
individual melanin spots, showing significant differences in the intensity of the melanised tissue from the other 
fillets sampled for analyses. 

In upcoming deliverables, detailed results from all conducted and planned experiments will be given. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4.  
Figure 4. Melanin spots sampled for analyses. The spots were located in the belly region of ten different salmon fillets. 
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Figure 5. NIR images of salmon fillets sampled for analyses ranged after increased light reflection (decreased melanin 
intensity) at 870 nm. All images were captured in a VideometerLab2 multispectral system (Videometer A/S, Hørsholm, 
Denmark). 

 

2.2 THE ATLANTIC WHITEFISH PILOT 

The Atlantic whitefish pilot includes evaluations of diverse quality parameters, some which are already 
evaluated to some extent throughout the value chain, while others will be included in coming trials. The quality  
parameters that will be covered within the Atlantic whitefish pilot mainly relate to potential hazards, such as 
parasite detection and identification, effects of poor bleeding, and shelflife and freshness identification. These 
parameters were identified and defined in D2.1. The aim of the pilot is to implement the VIDEOM tools and 
assessing their precision in evaluating the defined quality parameters, with the aim of making quality 
assessment within the whitefish value chain more accessible, reliable, and traceable. The pilot trials include the 
whole value chain from whole fish onboard the fishing vessels, to processing and storage stability relevant to 
commercial environments. Experiments will be performed in a controlled laboratory and pilot environments 
mimicking true industrial conditions. The following trials will be performed:  
 

1. Assessment of fish freshness through eye and gill evaluation 
2. Nematode detection and identification 
3. Monitoring of blood spots and poor bleeding effects 
4. Shelf life/freshness of final products  

2.2.1 Experimental Design  

Freshness through eye and gill evaluation 
 
The appearance of fish changes during storage as it spoils. One of the methods that can be used to evaluate 
freshness of whole fish is the Quality Index Method (QIM). It entails a physical evaluation by a trained panel, 
scoring specific characteristics of the fish to procure a Quality Index for the fish.  Figure 6 shows the QIM scale 
and example photos showing some of the visual changes that occur during storage and are evaluated in the 
QIM method.  
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Figure 6 A) The Quality Index Method (QIM) scale form. B) Photos of Atlantic cod (Gadus morhua) heads of decreasing 
freshness. C) Photos of Atlantic cod (Gadus morhua) gills of decreasing freshness. The Index for and images acquired 
from results of the project “Introduction of Quality Index method (QIM) in the European Fishery Chain” funded by the 
European Commission.  
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Heads of whitefish will be collected, stored, and evaluated regularly throughout the storage time using both a 
trained QIM panel and the VIODEM equipment. Data will be evaluated to determine how effectively the 
technological solutions can determine freshness and how they compare to traditional methods.  
 
Nematode detection and identification  
 
Nematode detection is of great importance in whitefish processing industry. The parasites can pose a health 
risk to consumers if fish is not properly cooked. Further, the parasite can have a repelling effect on the consumer 
if it appears on the plate. Two trials have been performed to evaluate the feasibility of using spectral imaging 
VIDEOM solutions for nematode detection, one using only the VideometerLab instrument, while the other trial 
applied both the VideometerLab and VideometerLite technologies.  
 
The primary trials focus was possible detection and an evaluation of the depth at which the worms could be 
detected into the flesh (Figure 7). Before imaging the fillets were cut into appropriately sized portions. Images 
were procured and analysed to determine accuracy of detection. Classification of nematodes was evaluated 
using different methodologies (CLIP and Res-Net-50) and CLIP provided higher accuracy in detection and 
classification of visible nematodes (around 80%).  

 

 
Figure 7 Left: Example of a labelled image with six nematode labels. A skin remnant and a bruise can be seen in the 
image as well. Right: An nCDA transformation on a random image in the data set. The red colour implies that those 
pixels are nematodes, and the blue implies that those pixels are fish muscle. Yellow pixels represent neutral areas 

 
Further evaluations of the sensitivity of detection were conducted and the spectral response shows that 
identifying dark nematodes is possible down to 5-7 mm (Figure 8).  
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Figure 8 Spectral signature of nematodes of different colour and depth compared to fish muscle. Fish muscle (purple); 
Dark nematode at 7_1 mm depth (red); Dark nematode at 5_1 mm depth (fuchsia); Light yellow nematode at 5_1 mm 
(green). 

 

The second trial performed in this part of the pilot aimed to compare the VideometerLab capabilities and 
VideometerLite, and determine how those solutions compare to the industry standard method used today, so 
called candling (a manual removal of nematodes on a candling table illuminating the fillets from below). In this 
trial the fillet samples were kept whole to mimic industrial conditions, and images were collected using both 
devices. Further, samples were treated by a trained employee of the fish processing company Vísir, which 
specialises in candling and the process was monitored and a video recorded. Data analysis is currently ongoing.  
 

 

Figure 9 Images from the VideometerLite captured in the second nematode detection trial. 

 
Monitoring of blood spots and effects of poor bleeding 
Poor bleeding of whitefish can cause issues relating to visual quality (blood spots), gaping, and possibly 
shorten shelf life and cause issues in production of final products such as salting or drying. A trial, similar to 
that described in 2.1.1 will be performed using whitefish. A comparison of fish ranging from un-bled to well 
bled will be evaluated, and relevant analysis performed. This trial is planned for spring 2023.  
 
A preliminary study was performed using saithe in November 2022 to evaluate suitable imaging 
methodologies and relevant image analysis (Figure 10). In the preliminary study saithe of two different size 
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categories, bled for 15 or 25 min, respectively, were collected and filleted. The samples were processed, and 
images collected using both the VideometerLab and VideometerLite instruments. Data analysis is ongoing, 
and results will be used to finalise the experimental design of the main trial planned for spring of 2023.  
 
  

 

Figure 10 Images from the VideometerLite captured in the preliminary bleeding and blood spot detection trial. 

 
Shelf life/freshness of final products  
 
Laboratory experiments will be performed to evaluate shelf life of whitefish products and relevant analysis 
performed to determine shelf life and freshness of products. The trial will take into consideration the design of 
the trial described in 2.1.1 relating to the storage and broken cold chain to enable comparison between the 
different samples. Traditional chemical methods will be used as well as sensory evaluation.  
  

2.2.2 Data acquisition and description 

 
The results of the aforementioned analysis will be presented in detail in following deliverables. All data will be 
collected and shared with the TraceMyFish partners for use in the pilot setup and evaluation as needed.  
 
 

2.3 THE MEDITERRANEAN SEABREAM/SEABASS  

 
Seafood quality assessment is considered to be a significant part of management systems in Aquaculture, since 
it plays a critical role in decision making regarding several actions in aquaculture activities.  
In WP2 and previous Deliverables D2.1 and D2.3 the overall view of the analyses that would be performed during 
the TMF project was presented while specific requirements of the applied techniques were also provided. 
Additionally, the value chain of Mediterranean seabream along with specific hazards related to the production, 
processing and distribution of seabream/seabass were previously reported.  
In this Deliverable, the whole analytical procedure for the seabream quality assessment is described in detail 
and some preliminary results are provided.  The analysis of data obtained from the VideometerLab2 and 
VideometerLite is still ongoing and the findings of these analyses will be presented in the following deliverables.  
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2.3.1 Experimental Design 

Sample collection 
 
The experimental design was separated in three parts. The first one was related to the analysis of seabream 
fillets obtained from several selling points (Figure 11). In this context, packaged and non-packaged samples with 
different use-by-dates, from different retail stores and different brands were collected. Moreover, samples that 
were being sold filleted ready-to-cook and samples that were filleted at the lab were also analysed. The 
collected samples were subsequently stored at different temperatures (2 and 4 °C) for specific time intervals (2-
3 days after the expiration date of the sample) so as to create samples of different level of freshness (fresh, 
semi-fresh and spoiled samples). Fifty-four (54) of these fillets were packaged in MAP conditions while 74 of 
them were aerobically packaged. At each sampling point (time point), the filles were subjected to 
microbiological, sensory and Multispectral Imaging analysis. The experimental procedure is illustrated in Figure 
12.  

 

Figure 11. Indicative samples tested at the first trials for seabream quality assessment. 
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Figure 12. Experimental procedure of the first part. 

The second part included the analysis of 4 specific fish samples (8 fillets). Two parts of each fillet were cut (the 
one close to the head and the other close to the tail of the fish), placed into petri dishes and stored at 2 °C for 8 
days (Figure 13). MSI analysis of the same sample was taking place every day along with microbiological analysis 
of each fillet by using the remained fillet (after removing the 2 parts for the MSI analysis). For this scenario, 128 
MSI samples (flesh) were analysed in total.  
 

 

Figure 13. Sample preparation for the second trial. 
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The third part that will be completed the following months, includes the analysis of samples that will be 
obtained directly from the facilities of Avramar, the aquaculture company collaborating with AUA in the 
framework of the TMF project.  

 
Microbiological analysis 
 
Samples were analyzed at regular time intervals (at 0-the day of arrival at the laboratory and at certain days of 
storage) for monitoring the spoilage microorganisms' evolution. A number of nutrient media was used at the 
first sampling (day 0) for the determination of the products' microbial profile including two (2) non selective 
media for the estimation of the total mesophilic microbial population and ten (10) for the estimation of specific 
spoilage or pathogenic microorganisms (Table 2). Fish samples were weighed aseptically, added to maximum 
recovery diluent (MRD) and homogenized in a stomacher (Lab Blender 400, Seward Medical, London, UK) for 
120s at room temperature. Serial decimal dilutions were prepared in MRD solution and duplicate 1- or 0.1-ml 
aliquots of appropriate dilutions were plated on the appropriate media.  
 

Table 2. Microorganisms, culture media and the relative incubation conditions examined for the determination of 
seaweeds microbial profile. 

Nutrient media Target microorganisms Incubation conditions 

Plate Count Agar – PCA Total viable counts 30oC for 2-3 days 

Marine Agar Total viable counts 30oC for 2-3 days 

STAA  B. thermosphacta 25oC for 2 days 

MRS Agar Lactic Acid Bacteria 30oC for 3 days 

Pseudomonas Agar + CFC 
(centrimide,fucidin,cephaloridine) 

Pseudomonas spp. 25oC for 2 days 

Violet Red Bile Dextrose Agar 
(VRBG) 

Enterobacteriaceae 37oC for 24 hours 

Iron Agar Sulphur producing 
bacteria 

25oC for 3 days 

TCBS Agar Vibrio spp. 30oC for 2-3 days 

XLD Agar Salmonella  37oC for 24 hours 

ALOA Agar + PALCAM Agar Listeria spp. (and Listeria 
monocytogenes) 

37oC for 2 days 

TBX Agar Escherichia coli 30oC for 2 days 

Rose Bengal Chroramphenicol 
Agar (RBC) 

Yeast and molds 25oC for 3-4 days 

 
Sensory analysis 
 
The fish fillets were organoleptically tested for the attributes of odour and overall appearance. For this reason, 
a 6-member panel was used evaluating the freshness of the samples using a 5-point scale (1 - like very much, 2 - 
like moderately, 3 - neither like nor dislike, 4 - dislike moderately, 5 - dislike very much). 
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2.3.2 Data acquisition and description 

The results of the aforementioned analysis will be presented in detail in the following deliverables. Next, some 
indicative, preliminary findings are given. 
 
Microbiological analysis 

 

 

Figure 14. Total aerobic counts of seabream fillets obtained from retail stores throughout storage at 4 °C. 

 

 

Figure 15. Microbial populations of seabream fillets obtained from retail stores throughout storage at 4 °C. 
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Sensory analysis 
 

 

Figure 16. Sensory scores of seabream fillets obtained from retail stores throughout storage at 4 and 2 °C. 

 
Multispectral Imaging Analysis 
 
In the case of AUA experimental design, four different images per fish fillet were acquired corresponding to the 
flesh (2 samples) and the skin (2 samples) of the fillet (Figure 17). 

 

Figure 17. Samples used for microbiological analysis, VideometerLab and VideometerLite. 

In Figure 17, 4 indicative images captured throughout the experiments in both instruments are shown. Pre-
processing of data, using the VideometerLab software is still in progress, while several datasets (such as this in 
Figure 18) will be obtained and further used for the models' development and validation. 
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Figure 18. Indicative images captured with VideometerLab2 and VideometerLite. 

 

Figure 19. An example of a dataset from VideometerLab2 that will be used for the models development. 
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3 MULTISPECTRAL IMAGING SENSOR EVALUATION  

 

3.1 OUTLINE OF VIDEOM MULTISPECTRAL IMAGING SENSOR 

The Videometer Spectral Imaging Technology is one very promising and already validated efficiency in 

prediction of quality and safety technologies in the food domain. It is non-destructive allowing the detection of 

hazards and quality related issues as well as a product's chemical and physical structure. Videometer spectral 

imaging instruments measures more than 12 million individual spectra on a food sample within a few seconds 

(7-8seconds), in a structure of a data cube, several spectral planes (7 different wavelengths) where each plane 

reflects a monochromatic image at a specific wavelength. Every pixel in the image is a spectrum covering UV, 

visual color, and NIR ranges, including a fluorescence option, and of areas down to 65×65 µm. The analytical 

power of the technology offers a unique potential for fast characterisation of food integrity in terms of color, 

surface chemistry, texture, shape, and size without touching the sample and with little or no sample 

preparation. In the TraceMyFish project, Videometer will provide a modified version of the VideometerLite 

system (VideometerLite - Videometer), shown in Figure 20, that will be used to collect data as input for the 

project iFMS. VideometerLite is a portable and wireless spectral imaging device designed for easy, 

straightforward, and accurate image analysis.  

 

Figure 20. VideometerLite, portable handheld multispectral imaging device.  

With its state-of-the-art technology, the instrument allows for the determination of colour, texture, and surface 

chemical composition of up to 100x100 mm of sample size. Using strobed LED systems, VideometerLite 

efficiently combines the measurements of seven wavelengths into a single spectral image, where each pixel 

corresponds to a different reflectance spectrum, wavelength range [405-850 nm] – nonuniformly distributed. 

Thus it includes both visual and NIR wavelengths for a precise, accurate, and thorough quality inspection foods. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

https://videometer.com/videometerlite/
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4 CONCLUSIONS  

Herein, we present the actions performed with regard to pilots execution based on the D2.1 and D2.3 where the 

pilots’ experimental design and needs have been defined. TraceMyFish involved partners, namely AUA, NTNU, 

MATIS and UOI proceeded with data acquisition under several different scenarios of VideoMeterLite system 

applications concerning quality, microbiological assessment and other aspects/properties (e.g. nematode 

detection and evaluation of the depth that can be detected)  showcasing the quality and safety deterioration 

of the fish products under investigation as they considered within the TraceMyFish context. The work has been  

extended (with regard to D2.3) to additional interesting for the industry aspects that emerged during the 

experimentation in a research form of study and under the evaluation of the detection power of the data 

acquisition system used, i.e. VideoMeterLite. Large volume of data have been acquired while more data will 

continue to be accumulated during the pilots. So far, just a preliminary evaluation for all use cases (the three 

considered fish value chains, namely 1) the Atlantic salmon value chain, 2) the Atlantic whitefish value chain, and 

3) the Mediterranean seabream/seabass value chain) has been performed since data acquisition is currently 

performed and more data are needed in order to extract robust and firm results. Having said that, they system, 

acquisition, experimental design, user experience concerning the employment of the sensor and 

corresponding/expected results have shown promising indications on the basis of addressing the needs and 

requirements of the fish value chain actors with the main objective to be as close to reality (samples traveling 

along the food chain) in terms of conditions and possibly emerging hazards.  

 


